BETA

It’s a dystopian, cyberpunk, near-future universe filled with
stories of war, personal dramas and sophisticated technology.
This is dim and realistic world suited for an older
viewer, that is ready for more serious storytelling.
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rat re pro et autem. Uga. Ut odipit, nestioribus, ium quam et est andunt laccull orionecto
dolores tessint.
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1
dark rain

2

For over a decade global brushfire wars,
border skirmishes, population transfers, ethnic
cleansing are regular incidents has been
haunting the globe.
Instability becomes the norm in many
regions. Corporations seeing sizable profits
thrive in the War economy climate, and now
with the constant destabilization of local
governments, Corporatocracy is at an all time
high.
Many areas that were once part of sovereign
nations now have corporate created City-States
with standing private militaries, mechanized
infantry patrols and rapidly growing influx of
eager new citizens, desperate for safe haven
and a place to call home.
BlackRain is set in on Earth, near the end of
21st century, at the fringe of the new great
conflict.

. .and
the dark rain
came.

The 3rd world war changed the entire
economic, political, and military climate.
What was a series of brushfire wars and
terrorism quickly escalated into Cataclysm
...
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***Access Granted***
Opening file: Kessler Syndrome
Enter Authorisation Code....
****Authorization code accepted***
...
Opening file.... WARNING! Hyperlinks deactivated,
access only for high profile personel.
...
File Opened...

Kessler Syndrome seen from the Earth's orbit

Second half of 21st century finally opened
the sky for Mankind. Thanks to technological
advancement and the growth of private space
agencies, the dreams of lunar and even
martian colonies were within reach.

What was quickly labeled as the 3rd World War
was a conflict like no other, in scale, loss of life,
and technological advancement.

In only 5 years a trade route transporting
Helium-3 from Moon was established, bringing
Earth the clean energy source it needed so
badly. Helium-3 was a catalyst for the future
events, especially Alpha Strain program.

For the first time in humanity’s history of
warfare, combat was taken into the orbit.
Satellites could rain death down with
pinpoint accuracy or wipe entire areas clean like
nothing had ever lived there, ready for
re-population [see Kullver OD bomb, Heng-An
clearing: 3 Caldrons]

Next 10 years were remembered for
establishing a self-sustainable colony on
Mars, founded in the shadow of Icar Incident.
The loosely amalgamated space program
was a success and a joint Venusian mission
was already in preparation.

Nothing was safe from the eternally vigilant
eye in the sky. Some countries chose to
move entire cities underground [see New
Moscow warrens] Even P.M.C.s began to
place satellites in orbit and Astral Assassination
became routine.

But then the War started.

Between the fight for control of Helium-3 lanes
and the near genocidal death toll with over
4,000 satellites and space stations floating
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[see 1PA Santiago Cordon]
...
[see 13-1307 Cole malefactor]
...
[see H3 Hegemony Unlimited]
....
[see Red Market Cordon]

Space debris lane above Denver

above the earth it was apparent thatearth’s
orbit needed regulation or humanity wouldn’t
last another decade and Operation Weathermen was implemented by the 1000 Point
Assembly.
The Weathermen began to collect information
from everything that orbited the earth. Protocol
13-1307 was initiated by Weatherman Cole.
Protocol 13-1307 the destruction of 5 key
satellites brought destruction of 50 creating
lanes of space debris moving at an astounding
speed, shredding everything in its path.

world was in ruin, great powers arguing
with each other, looking for an opportunity
for expansion and self-preservation and
sadly only cooperation could clear the sky.
Anything that was once connected with the
satellites was gone. New technologies took
root and a new mentality of man is closer to
that of his ancestor from 20th century, than that
of his father.

This domino effect left no more than ruin in
the sky. 13-1307 was a reactionary plan to
quickly bring about Kessler Syndrome
theorized by Donald J. Kessler in circa 1978.
The Mars colony, H3 and dreams of colonization of Solar system were lost. Most of the
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Selected parts from of an interview with the N.A.U. , Sgr. Jacob Malinsky,
veteran of the Bay Area Reclemation.
+++
-Were you prepared for the assault?
-We thought we were…
We had every advantage. We had the Greatest military, we had better standard equipment, we had
more experience, more numbers, and more home field knowledge. We thought it was going to be a
cake walk… a real Rambo campaign where we go in and kick some ass.
The 3rd Mechanized Platoon included 400 MAC units fresh off the assembly line, and were ready
to strike from a Megalodon Cruiser in the bay, and on the other side we had an entire division. The
plan was to cut off the reinforcements from the bay with our naval assets, while Mobile Recon units
infiltrated key areas… drop ship strike teams were ready to reinforce any location if they made a
beachhead anywhere along a 200 mile stretch of coast. Good plan, UNAS Operation Intel had a
better one…
-What exactly happened? We never got a clear account of the situation, and I believe that everyone
will agree with me… we deserve the truth.
-The Truth… was worse than what the minds up top let you think.
-?
-Our military was the greatest force of the previous war, but the world changed, and we hadn’t.
They descended on us with everything they had. An offensive assault like that has never been seen
before on U.S. soil. Their technology… it was more than a simple bombardment. It was like nothing
we had seen before; we’d seen reflex suits in action on our Spec-ops and in some of the high-end
PMCs, but never an entire force.
Everything they had was moving like the wind. We could not focus; drawing a bead on them was
next to impossible. They held so many Beachheads, key points that we couldn’t stop. We would
destroy one landing only to find 2 more taken. We’d send in fully loaded Comanche’s only to see
them falling from the sky.
When the 3rd wave came, we were already far behind enemy lines. Anarchy would be an
understatement, but it was not the worst. Once we started to regroup, we were ambushed again,
barely able to take a breath from the ones we had just dealt with. I saw the Bashe with my own e-You mean Bashe, the Snake King? But it would mean that he’s 60 now!
-I don’t care how old he is, he moves like a demon. breaking what Mechanized Infantry we had left.
Then the sound of muted small arms fire and running, it sounded like herds of cattle. They came
from everywhere: the rooftop, windows, filling entire alleyways, and the worst part was that they
looked like humans, but moved like animals.
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Fast, unwavering… their subsonic ammo barely made a sound when they fired… they charged with
reckless speed, and I could see their knives flashing a split second after they had already hit home.
One landed on Pvt. Conner burying a blade in each shoulder and firing 2 burst into his head… it
leapt off of him before he even hit the ground ran up a drain pipe and disappeared over the rooftop.
-What happened next?
-We lost the bay, which means we lost 80 percent of the forces we committed. We might’ve had a
chance if the battle were held just on the coast instead of in the city, but once they passed the sand,
we were done… NAU Federal reinforcements along with peace keeping forces created a cordon
around Bay Area. We pulled back and built the Western Wall.
The craziest thing is that about 15 years later, people were getting citizenship, moving over the wall
and living better lives. The world isn’t what it was 5 years ago, and 5 years ago it wasn’t what it was
10 years ago. [...]”
+++
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The Bay Area explicitly San Francisco was the
target. A forward base was created, and N.A.U.
soldiers were unable to force the UNAS back
to the sea.
The U.S. did not have the same power it used
to. A union with Canada, and Mexico was more
of a collation than an actual need. The N.A.U.
was born and strengthened with soldiers
from the north and south morale soared. The
people of the Union believed once more
that North Americas military strength was
unmatchable.
They were wrong... 1st Bay War, and the
loss of San Francisco proved that hard
times for America were far from over. The
N.A.U. still reeling from its shame and heavy
losses during the “Repatriation” and New
technologies developed during and after the
3rd World War changed the face of warfare
forever.
What the N.A.U. lacked in cutting edge tech
it made up for in absolute resilience and
tenacity. N.A.U. Soldiers had something
different: a national pride and need to protect
their homes. This was the first time in history
that Americans were fighting major conflicts
on their soil.
In the Far East, a new Empire grew. China
became the UNAS which was now hungry for
conquest and advancement. They prefer to
feed their people with the need for progress.
“To move is to live” say UNAS’s slogans,
in everyday life, and in combat. Their first
targets were Asian countries around China: the
newly unified Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand...they all fell to the new regime.
But South East Asia was not enough for the
UNAS, because their hunger was vast.
The developments of Dr. Pan in the fields of
bio-cyber augmentations gave the military new
possibilities.

A series of ceasefires created an uneasy
stabilization on the West Coast. When
things seemed to be improving, treachery
struck Western Europeans did not forget
Americas acts during the Zadruga uprising
nor Americas “Reparation”.
Seeing America in such a debilitated state
with a substantial force of its military on
the new western front an invasion of Eastern
Canada and North Eastern United States by
the newly born EuroLance. Fighting two wars
on two fronts and constant state of rebellion
the N.A.U. is a country on the verge of collapse.

Artificial muscle, bone, even entire limbs that
helped create a new, perfect soldier. These
soldiers were extraordinarily fast and agile,
definitely no match for a mere human. Armed
with cyborg soldiers Asia crossed the Pacific
to conquer the wounded giant U.S.
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Whether it is a home field advantage or sheer
tenacity, the NAU has ground the hostile
advance to a stalemate. The NAU fights with
tried and true tactics, relying on solid armor,
straight forward technologies, and reliable fire
power.
Each and every member of the NAU War
Effort is trained and enhanced to be a competent and constant threat to whatever they may
face, resulting in a rugged and punishing force
that can take and give beating in equal measure.
The world is wrapped up in political and military games. The greatest powers, filled with
ambition and arrogance, believe that they
rule the world. But in the shadows, beyond
their reach, there are those who have their
influence spread like a spider web, touching
everything and everyone.
They are the ones who watch: The Weathermen. They have files on everyone, knowing
each little detail of their lives. Information can
be as deadly as a bullet, and their arsenal of
knowledge is the largest of all. We give you
access to one of these files, regarding the
legendary Special Operations Commander
Cazador Gutierrez.
The North American Union is unique among
the World Powers for its geographic advantage in relation to the rest of the world. An
advantage that was quick to be diminished at
the start of World War 4.
Former allies and enemies old and new have
found foot holds along all of the North American Coastline, fighting a war from all sides
against foreign powers for the first time since
the age of colonialism.
The NAU is embroiled in a constant fight for
survival, with parts of the west coast and
North Eastern U.S. being contested for control
by at least one other foreign power.
Alaska Lost to the Russian incursion, Eastern
Canada Siding with EuroLance. And yyet the
NAU pushes on, pulling statistical miracles out
of certain annihilation.
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a lack of better word, these brutal beasts are
as deadly as they are loyal to their masters.
In a clean warfare of late 21st century, these
creatures are fear incarnate.
As it is less torturous to die from a round of
their Marowit or even Rainmaker, than to be
eatern alive...

Zadruga.
Haunting the forests that fill the land from Serbia to Belarus from Poland to Russia.
Skeletons, Ancient Ciphers, Gruesome Trophies that cover the tree line stand as warnings to all outsider’s.
“Entering this Dark Forest is a prayer for
Death.”
We continue to show some more sneak peeks
of Zadruga. Dead Winter is Zadruga infantry.
These hunters are the first to attack and the
last to fall back. Their skull helmets are what
Zadruga’s enemies see first and later can never forget. They are the nightmare, they are the
blade, they are Dead Winter.
Although armed with many of formidable firearms, the most feared weapon of Dead Winter
is not a gun. It’s the Bukavacs. Warhound for
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See: Lost Sons Incident
***
-They are not human… -you’re Sucha Chicken Shit Cruz, used your head…what they are? Monsters? Maybe even ghosts? Ooooohh Scaaaarrry. -You won’t laugh when you hear the howls tough
guy. We lost three last time just gone. At one point We had over twenty of their hounds on us. We
hit a clearing an they just disappeared as we darted past the tree line. The entire time I never saw
a single person. -See this here Rhino .905 ? 30 really sweet rounds of Mangler AP, and more where
that came from… This Coldsnap Integrated Multi-Launcher… Spider Hud with backscatter and a
sonar alerts, I can kill Anything that walks on this old Earth Cruz I ain’t scared for a second...
-We had all the hardware and enough fire power to level a small town. None of us were wet behind
the ears either Mondo. They don’t pay me enough for this shit…
Fragments of recording of PMC Taipan Fireteam: Black Roses. Somewhere Outside of Warsaw.
All fireteam’s members found dead, excoriated and hung by the ankles.
Written on one members skin laid over a rock 2 words “Go Home”
See Sub File:
Petition for GRIP Escorts: 736A
Severe Causality Asset Recovery Form: 89T
-I got away away...Only Me… you get IT?

***

-I understand Frank , Please start from the beginning, tell me, what happened before you ran away.
-Trees, tall as skyscrapers... like pillars of heaven... -Go on Frank, there’s nothing to be afraid of.
- what do you know about fear doctor? You ever see two abominations of rip apart one of your
friends like a Plaything? Watch a man dissolve in to black ooze and then slide away like living black
mercury looking for its home. You ever been caught in a razor blade hurricane Doc!!!
-We’ll end this session here Frank, we’ll continue tomorrow.
-You Ever See you a Man Get His Head Bit off Doc!!! Literally Bit Right Off his Fuckin Shoulders!
What the Fuck do you think you know About Fear or the Darkness… What do you know about being
covered in the Best Man from my Wedding Guts! Slow Crawling for what seemed like a lifetime until
I couldn’t hear the Howls and you could feel the sun… What the Fuck You Know about that Doc! It
Bit His Head Offfff!!!
-Give him 13 milligrams of Recodaal that should give him some dreamless sleep.
-No sun in this canopy Walt… Pillars all the way up to heaven…
Fragment of session with Frank Montalvo, at Silent Pines Asylum. Part of a group of Journalist
embedded with a N.A.U. Recon Squad. Only Montalvo survived. Retrieved at the edge of the Forest
by N.A.U. Engineer Corps.
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faction design
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u.n.a.s
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N.A.u
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Zagruda
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To start a game you will need

Stats

1. The players compose their bands, never
exceeding the limit points

Every miniature has 3 attributes: Attack (ATT);
Armor (AR); and Speed (SPD).

2. Players prepare the game board. This
inlcudes defininf each type of scnery piece
(Difficult terrain, impasable, etc)

ATT: number of dice used in combat.

Each player deploys 3 markers (or counters).
Those markers must be in the central zone of 6
squares, indicated in blue (see image below).

SPD: determines the miniature movement.

AR: armor value.

Death: when Attack pool is reduced to 0. The
miniature is removed as casualty.

How to play
Each Turn of play is made up of 2 different
Phases: Maintenance and Action. All players
complete all of their activity in each Phase
before the play moves on to the next Phase.
When all players have moved their miniatures
during the Action Phase, the Turn has ended,
and the next Turn starts. A summary of actions
in each Turn follows, with more details afterward:
1- Maintenance
- Gain 2 Cosmos
2- Action
- Activate your miniatures.

3. Players deploy their bands. Roll a d6, the
winner decides who deploys characters first.
Player A picks a side of the board and deploys
his characters in his deployment zone. Player
B does the same in the opposite deployment
zone.
Alternative mode can be, alternative deployment, one miniature each time.
Deployment zone is 3 squares from the edge of
the Combat Book, indicated in red
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Maintenance Phase: At the beginning of each
turn, players gain 2 Cosmos. This Cosmo points
can be used later to use some especial traits.
Action Phase: Each player roll a dice and
highest value begins the turn. The player who
acts first chooses one of his miniatures and
takes all of the actions he wants to with that
miniature.
When the player doesn’t want to take any more
actions with that one, or has no actions left,
indicates that the miniature has finished
acting. Now it is the next player’s turn to act.
The second player now does the same with

one of his miniatures. Play continues this way
until all miniatures have finished their actions.
The Action Phase is then over and a new
Turn begins,The easiest way to remember a
miniature has activated is to turn towards
player or situate a marker/token close to the
base
Player can delay to activate one miniature
each turn, this miniature will be the last one to
activate for each player.
The game ends after 10 turns, the player with
more points at the end of the game will win.

Every enemy unit has a control zone. This
is composed by the squares next to the
miniature. Moving within the control zone
automatically ends the movement.
Leaving the control zone of an enemy unit, the
active model will receive an attack of opportunity with 1 dice. Enemy rolls that dice.
If a miniature is pushed, it goes in opposite direction of attacker,. Ifduring this movement the
miniature “hits” another miniature or obstacle,
receives 1 point of damage and the movement
is interrupted.
ATTACK

Activation

Melee Attacks

Each activated character can make 1 action
and then 1 movement, or 1 movement and
then 1 action.

All miniatures can make melee attacks.
The target must be adjacent and not on the
other side of a wall. The miniature uses the
ATT value.

When a character is activated, he is neither
required to move, nor required to take an
action. On the other hand, he cannot interrupt
his movement to take an action, and then
resume his movement.

A surrounded unit receives a penalty of 1
dice, if the enemies stand near him in two
opposite squares (one in front, one in back).

Actions
MOVEMENT
A miniature can move a number of squares up
to its Speed x2 (move 2, can move 4 squares).
Each square a miniature moves into must be a
legal square.
A miniature cannot move through squares
occupied by enemy miniatures. The number of
squares a miniature occupies form its space.
Whenever a large miniature enters a square,
each of the squares are occupied by this
model
too. All squares must allow the
miniature to enter, otherwise the movement is
not valid.
A miniature can never end its movement in a
square containing another miniature whether
enemy or allied (not even using special movement).

Outnumbered is applied when a miniature
fights with 3 enemies alone, losing 1 ATT dice.
Ranged Attacks
A miniature can make a ranged attack if it uses
ranged weapons. The miniature uses the ATT
value.
The target must be within LOS, and range. A
miniature cannot make a ranged attack if it is
adjacent to an enemy miniature.
For every 6 squares the ATT value is reduced
by 1. If the target has cover ATT value is
reduced by 1.
If the miniature has moved the ATT value is
reduced by 1. If a miniature is attacked by
range attacks and has no range weapons,
ignore the 4-6 on a d6
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Line of Sight and Cover

Example of combat.

To determine if an attacking miniature (or any
other source) has line of sight (LOS) to a target,
draw a straight line from 1 corner of any square
in its space to any corner of at least 1 square in
the target miniature’s space.

A miniature A with 3 ATT attacks a miniature
B with 2ATT. Each player rolls their ATT value,
miniature A 2,3,4. Stopping one point of damage, and dealing 1 point of damage, Miniature
B 1, 6. Stops one point of damage and deals 2
points of damage.

If that line does not cross a wall, or a square
occupied by another enemy miniature or an
obstacle, the attacking miniature has LOS.
Allied miniatures and tokens or markers
on the battlefield do not block LOS.

The miniature A suffers 1 point of damage (it
only stops 1 of the 2 point of damaged suffered), and gains 1 Cosmo.

Otherwise, the enemy has cover from the
attack. A miniature in an obstacle square
has cover against ranged attacks even if you
can draw LOS to it.
Cover value only is applied once.

How to damage

Miniature B stops the point of damaged dealt
by A.

Special rules
Re-rolling dice: You may choose which dice
to re-roll; only the final result counts. Unless
stated otherwise, re-rolls only apply to your
own dice. If both players have re-rolls, they
must be made simultaneously.

Roll your current attack pool value (ATT) while
the defender simultaneously rolls his ATT
value.

Range attack ability: Only 1/4 of the band can
have range Extra range attacks.

The result of rolls are compared.

- Short (4): range 6.

1: Save one point of damage and win 1 Cosmo.
2: SAve one point of damage
3: Gain 1 Cosmo.
4: Take one point of damage

- Long (8): range 12.
- Extra (15): all board
Cosmo: Using Cosmo points can activate
abilities; each ability has a cost indicated
in brackets.

5: Take one point of damage
6: Two points of damage and gain 1 Cosmo.

Abilities

A wounded miniature immediately removes
a number to its stats equal to the number of
wounds taken.

- (1) Attack Re-Rolls: Re-roll one attack dice.

First remove the Armor value, when armor
value is reduced to 0, reduce the Attack value,
and Speed value.
Some special rules make that only the
attacking player rolls dice, this is indicated as
no counterattack allowed.
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- (2) Step: Moves ignoring enemy control
zones.
- (1) Reckless Rush: get one damage point
and add 2 dice to attack roll.
- (2) Push attack: After the attack the enemy is
pushed 2 squares away.

- (2) Light feet: doesn’t attack this turn and
moves 3 additional squares.
- (3) Smoke cover: unit hides for one turn and
appears next turn up to SPD value.
- (2) Cautious: moves 1 square when taking
damage. Ignore control zones.
- (2) Hawk eye: Ignore obstacles on ranged attacks.
- (3) Viper attack: 1 dice strike within 2 squares,
with no counterattack by opponent.
- (3) Perfect defense: each enemy entering
control zone, get 1 dice attack with no counterattack.
- (2) Warrior wall: if another ally is standing
near, each miniature get 1 ATT dice.
- (1) Holy man: when the miniature is removed
this turn, owner gets 4 Cosmo.
- (3) Healing: Heals 1 ATT and SPD.
- (4) Swift shooter: Makes two range attacks
with a 6 squares range.
- (2) Whirl: Strike and move behind the target’s
back regardless of the result.
- (2) Right in the feet: target after suffering a
damage point, gets a – 2 SPD during 1 turn.
- (1) Reckless: Each enemy death gives you
3 Cosmo.
- (3) Gift attack: Each enemy death recovers
your 1 ATT and 1 SPD.
- (2) Steady aim: gets 1 ATT on ranged attacks.
- (2) Sacrifice: rolls 4 additional ATT dices and
die.
- (3) Area damage: select one square to attack, the attack affect all squares adjacent to
that one. The main square damages with all
dices, the adjacent with one less dice.

- (3) Chain attack: a strike with a range of 3
squares, if causes damage, moves the target
to the miniature.
- (3) Whirlwind: pushes all adjacent miniatures
1 square.
- (1) Jump back: after attack, move the
miniature 2 squares back, stopping with
obstacles if any, with no damage.

Terrain
Difficult Terrain: Rubble, shallow water, rocks,
etc. Entering a square of difficult terrain costs
1 extra square of movement. If a miniature
occupies multiple squares, its whole
space is considered to enter difficult terrain
simultaneously (it pays 1 extra square for each
square it moves, not for each square its space
enters).
Walls: Miniatures cannot enter or move through
walls, or draw LOS through them.

Assembling the band
Each miniature has a point cost. In addition,
the player can add the extra points (indicated in brackets on Special rules section) when
purcahsing abilities. See table at the end of the
document.
An abilities cannot be purchased more than
once.
Small battle - 30 points
Medium battel - 50 points
Big battle 70 points
It is not allowed to have more than 12
miniatures.

Winning the game
At the end of turn 10 the game ends.
The player that has eliminated more point cost
from adversary wins 5 victory points.
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When aminiature ends a turn inside a square
with a dice/marker roll 1d6:
1-2: The miniature wins during next turn +1
ATT. And wins a victory point.
3-4: The miniature restores 1 ATT and wins a
victory point.
5-6: The miniature restore 1 AR and wins a victory point.
Each time you destroy an adversary miniature
add the miniature cost to your total.
At the end of the turn, you have a miniature
in the adversary deployment zone, add one
extra point.

Players Resources
Game Board
https://www.pworkwargames.com/en/rpgboard-games/140-combat-book-rewritablecombat-maps-for-tabletop-rpgs.html
Take a look on a great novel
https://www.ssleyendas.com/
Visit us to find more miniatures and games!
http://www.nonsenseminiatures.com/
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Army builder
Unit Type

ATT

SPP

AR

POINT COST

ABILITIES
LIMIT

Novice

2

4

1

8

1

Soldier

3

3

2

16

2

Expert

4

3

3

20

3

Hero

5

3

3

30

4

Animal

4

5

2

20

2

Robot

4

2

4

35

3

No range
ability
allowed
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